
“ Send down . . . from the clouds of Thy  

mercy the rains of Thy healing . . .” 
   —Bahá’u’lláh

A Happy Camper

On this family camping trip, match each negative thought with the positive one that can replace it.

I t’s time for your family camping trip! You’re excited 
to pack up and hit the road.
But when you get to the campsite, it starts to 

rain, and you forgot your umbrella. To make matters 
worse, the tent has a hole in it and you’re swarmed by 
mosquitoes. Not cool! 

Instead of getting bugged, you take a deep breath of 
fresh air. You stay positive and point out that at least you 

didn’t forget the tents or meet a hungry bear. Your sunny 
attitude lifts your family’s spirits. When the rain stops, 
you set up camp, then all huddle around the campfire, 
roasting marshmallows and telling jokes.  

Sometimes things don’t work out like you expect. 
Optimism and flexibility help everyone swat away stress 
and disappointment. When you pitch in to kindle your 
family’s joy and unity, you all can be happy campers. 

it’ll be fun to tell my friends about this trip.

Unplugging helps me connect with my family.
This is annoying. My friends are 
probably having fun without me.

5

This music is so cheesy. wish i had my phone.6

I can’t believe I’m not allowed 
to run around by myself.

7

Hiking is such a pain. We 
never do anything cool.

8

9

Ugh—I thought there would be a lake for swimming.4

The food we brought is weird. I miss pizza .3

 I hate setting up camp. Why couldn’t we rent a cabin?2

 It stinks that there’s no Wi-Fi. I’m so bored.1 A

I love singing together, even the silly songs.B

E

Setting up camp takes work, but I 
learned to do some cool stuff.

F

I wanted to swim, but I’ll find other things to do.G

It’s easy to get lost in a new place. 
We should stick together.I Cody never shares the 

binoculars. I’ll just grab them.

I’ll talk to Cody about taking turns with the gear.  

Hiking can be long and harD, 
but i’ll give it another shot.

C

camp food isn’t my favorite, but the campfire is fun.H

“Bahá’u’lláh came to bring unity to the world, and a fundamental unity is that of the family.” —Bahá’í Writings
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